
STAND UP AND WALK TO THE FRONT OF 
THE ROOM AND CLAP YOUR HANDS 3 
TIMES.  State:  “Let the game begin.” 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and state let the game begin, 
STAND UP, SNAP YOUR FINGERS AS IF YOU 
WERE LISTENING TO SNAPPY MUSIC.  Say: 
“What are your beliefs about homework?  Good, 
bad, or ugly? 

When you see someone stand up, snap their fingers 
and say what are your beliefs about homework?  
Good, bad, or ugly?  WALK AROUND THE 
PERIMETER OF THE ROOM.  Say: “Many 
believe the role of the school is to extend 
learning beyond the classroom.  That teachers 
have the right, the obligation to give students 
homework for their own good.” 

When you see someone walk around the perimeter 
of the room and say many believe the role of the 
school is to extend learning beyond the classroom.  
That teachers have the right, the obligation to give 
students homework for their own good.  JUMP UP 
AND DOWN THREE TIMES.  Say:  “Whoa, wait 
a minute!  Perhaps the role of teachers is to 
instill in students the value and joy of learning 
by helping students find their passions and 
purposes.” 

When you see someone jump up and down three 
times and say Whoa, wait a minute!  Perhaps the 
role of teachers is to instill in students the value 
and joy of learning by helping students find their 
passions and purposes.  WALK TO THE LIGHT 
SWITCH, FLASH THE LIGHTS OFF AND ON 
AND WALK TO THE SIDE OF THE ROOM.  
Announce loudly:  “Joy of learning?  Passions 
and purposes?  Let’s get real—homework 
teaches responsibility.” 

When you see someone walk to the light switch, 
flash the lights off and on and walk to the side of the 
room and announce loudly joy of learning?  
Passions and purposes?  Let’s get real—homework 
teaches responsibility.  STAND UP AND WALK 
OVER TO SOMEONE WHO IS SITTING AT 
ANOTHER TABLE, TAP THEM ON THE 
SHOULDER.  Say:  “You don’t mean 
responsibility, you mean obedience.  Students 
must obey the teacher and do whatever the 
teacher says.” 



When you see someone stand up and walk over to 
someone who is sitting at another table, tap them 
on the shoulder and say you don’t mean 
responsibility, you mean obedience.  Students must 
obey the teacher and do whatever the teacher says.  
WALK TO THE PROP TABLE, RING THE BELL 
SEVERAL TIMES.  Say thoughtfully:  “OH, but 
I think there are other ways to teach 
responsibility by involving students in decision 
making about their own learning and teaching 
them how to self-assess.” 

When you see someone walk to the prop table, ring 
the bell several times and say Oh, but I think there 
are other ways to teach responsibility by involving 
students in decision making about their own 
learning and teaching them how to self-assess.  
STAND UP, RUN OVER TO THAT PERSON 
AND PAT HIM OR HER GENTLY ON THE 
BACK THREE TIMES.  Say:  “Teach students 
responsibility by letting them design learning 
tasks and let student help manage the classroom 
and school facilities.” 

When you see someone stand up, run over to the 
previous speaker and pat him or her gently on the 
back three times and say teach students 
responsibility by letting them design learning tasks 
and let student help manage the classroom and 
school facilities. WALK TO THE PROP TABLE, 
PICK UP THE FOLDER AND PACE UP AND 
DOWN THREE TIMES.  Say:  “Research tells us 
that true responsibility cannot be coerced.  It 
must be developed by allowing students power 
and ownership of tasks.  Just saying.” 

When you see someone walk to the prop table, pick 
up the folder, and pace up and down three times 
and say research tells us that true responsibility 
cannot be coerced.  It must be developed by 
allowing students power and ownership of tasks.  
Just saying.  WALK TO THE PROP TABLE, 
PICK UP THE PICTURE OF A CLOCK AND 
SHOW IT TO THE AUDIENCE.  Say:  “Just a 
minute.  Homework teaches time management.  
Students should manage all their time doing 
homework.” 

When you see someone walk to the prop table, pick 
up the picture of a clock and show it to the 
audience and say just a minute.  Homework teaches 
time management.  Students should manage all 
their time doing homework. STAND UP, THROW 
YOUR ARMS IN THE AIR.  Say:  “If we are 
using homework to teach time management, 
don’t long-range projects that require scheduled 
planning do a better job of that than daily 
assignments?” 

When you see someone stand up, throw arms in the 
air and say if we are using homework to teach time 
management, don’t long-range projects that require 
scheduled planning do a better job of that than 
daily assignments?  WALK OVER TO THAT 
PERSON AND SHAKE HANDS.  Say:  “Yes!  
Homework does not reinforce time management.  
Still, lots of homework seems like a sign of a 
rigorous curriculum.” 



When you see someone walk over to the previous 
speaker and shake hands and say Yes!  Homework 
does not reinforce time management.  Still, lots of 
homework seems like a sign of a rigorous 
curriculum. WALK OVER TO THE PROP 
TABLE AND PICK UP MATH WORKSHEET.  
Say:  “If some homework is good for students, 
then more homework is even better.  Forty 
problems is better than ten problems, 50 pages is 
better than 25, more is always better.” 

When you see someone walk to the prop table and 
pick up math worksheet and say if some homework 
is good for students, then more homework is even 
better.  Forty problems is better than ten problems, 
50 pages is better than 25, more is always better.  
POUND YOUR FIST ON THE TABLE AND 
STAND UP.  Say:  “More is only better with 
chocolate, pizza, and warm spring days.  The 
more is better argument ignores the quality of 
work and level of learning required.” 

When you hear someone pounding fists on the table 
and stand up and say more is only better with 
chocolate, pizza, and warm spring days.  The more 
argument ignores the quality of work and level of 
learning required.  WALK TO THE FRONT OF 
THE ROOM AND SPRINT TO THE BACK OF 
THE ROOM.  Say:  “Rigor is challenge—but it is 
not necessarily the same challenge for each 
student.  Given the diverse nature of students, 
challenging learning experiences will vary for 
different students.” 

When you see someone walk to the front of the room 
and sprint to the back of the room and say rigor is 
challenge—but it is not necessarily the same 
challenge for each student.  Given the diverse 
nature of students, challenging learning 
experiences will vary for different students. WALK 
TO THE PROP TABLE, PICK UP THE SMALL 
LIGHT BULB AND PUT IT ABOVE YOUR 
HEAD.  Say:  “I get it!  Make homework 
challenging, relevant, and maybe even fun.  
Maybe even give students choices about 
homework assignments.  
Hmmmmm…something to think about.” 

When you someone walk to the prop table, pick up 
the small light bulb and put it above his or her 
head, and say I get it!  Make homework 
challenging, relevant, and maybe even fun.  Maybe 
even give students choices about homework 
assignments.  Hmmmmm…something to think 
about. 
WALK TO THE FRONT OF THE ROOM AND 
PACE BACK AND FORTH THINKING.  Say:  “I 
just can’t get past thinking that good teachers 
give homework; good students do their 
homework.” 

When you see someone walk to the front of the room 
and pace back and forth thinking and say I just 
can’t get past thinking that good teachers give 
homework; good students do their homework. 
WALK TO THE PROP TABLE AND PICK UP 
THE FLASHLIGHT, TURN IT ON. Say:  “I 
believe I can shed some light on this type of 
thinking.  There is a disturbing belief in the 
inherent goodness of homework, regardless of 
the type or length of the assignment.” 



When you see someone walk to the prop table and 
pick up the flashlight and turn it on and say I 
believe I can shed some light on this type of 
thinking.  There is a disturbing belief in the 
inherent goodness of homework, regardless of the 
type or length of the assignment. WALK TO THE 
PROP TABLE AND EITHER PICK UP THE LIT 
FLASHLIGHT OR TAKE IT FROM THE 
PREVIOUS SPEAKER. Say:  “Further, this 
belief is grounded in the belief that homework 
teaches responsibility and discipline. Lots of 
homework equals rigor. If good teachers give 
homework, then teachers who do not give 
homework are too easy.  Right?” 

When you see someone walk to the prop table and 
either pick up the lit flashlight or take it from the 
previous speaker and say further, this belief is 
grounded in the belief that homework teaches 
responsibility and discipline. Lots of homework 
equals rigor. If good teachers give homework, then 
teachers who do not give homework are too easy.  
Right?  STAND UP AND SHAKE YOUR INDEX 
FINGER BACK AND FORTH.  Say:  “Of course 
not.  Many of us are stuck in the homework 
paradigm, but we know very good teachers who 
do not assign much homework and have 
successful students.”   

When you see someone stand up and shake an index 
finger back and forth and say of course not.  Many 
of us are stuck in the homework paradigm, but we 
know very good teachers who do not assign much 
homework and have successful students.  STAND 
UP, MOVE AWAY FROM YOUR TABLE, AND 
WALK AS IF YOUR FEET ARE STUCK IN 
THICK MUD.  Say:  “Part of that muddy 
paradigm is a belief that good students do their 
homework and those who don’t are lazy, 
noncompliant, and/or lack supportive or smart 
parents.”  
 

When you see someone stand up, move away from 
the table, and walk as if feet are stuck in thick mud 
and say part of that muddy paradigm is a belief that 
good students do their homework and those who 
don’t are lazy, noncompliant, and/or lack 
supportive or smart parents.  WALK TO THE 
PROP TABLE, PICK UP THE PICTURE OF A 
CONSTRUCTION HELMET (HARD HAT).  Say:  
“I think we can construct a new paradigm that 
focuses on the type and amount of homework we 
assign, providing challenging learning 
experiences for the diverse nature of our 
students.” 

When you see someone walk to the prop table, pick 
up the picture of a construction helmet (hard hat) 
and say I think we can construct a new paradigm 
that focuses on the type and amount of homework 
we assign, providing challenging learning 
experiences for the diverse nature of our students.  
STAND UP, WALK OVER TO THAT SPEAKER 
AND SHAKE HIS OR HER HAND. Say:  “I agree, 
but I have one more thing to add.  Students need 
time to focus on their social, emotional, and 
physical development, not just intellectual 
development.  Sometimes kids just need time to 
play!” 

When you see someone stand up, walk over to the 
previous speaker and shake hands and say I agree, 
but I have one more thing to add.  Students need 
time to focus on their social, emotional, and 
physical development, not just intellectual 
development.  Sometimes kids just need time to 
play! WALK TO THE PROP TABLE AND PICK 
UP THE FOLDER.  Say:  “Recent research stated 
that there was no relationship whatsoever 
between time spent on homework and course 
grade, and no substantive difference in grades 
between students who complete homework and 
those who do not.”   



When you see someone walk to the prop table and 
pick up the folder and say recent research stated 
that there was no relationship whatsoever between 
time spent on homework and course grade, and no 
substantive difference in grades between students 
who complete homework and those who do not.  
STAND UP, PUT YOUR HANDS ON YOUR 
HIPS AND SHRUG YOUR SHOULDERS.  Say:  
“So is any type of homework worth it?  How can 
we increase the relationship between classroom 
learning and homework tasks?” 

When you see someone stand up, put hands on hips 
and shrug shoulders and say So is any type of 
homework worth it?  How can we increase the 
relationship between classroom learning and 
homework tasks? WALK OVER TO ONE OF THE 
PRESENTERS, LOOK THEM IN THE EYE.  Say 
to the group:  “I hope we walk away with some 
practical ways to make homework more 
meaningful and relevant for our students.” 
 

When you see someone walk over to one of the 
presenters look them in the eye and say to the group 
I hope we walk away with some practical ways to 
make homework more meaningful and relevant for 
our students.  STAND UP AND WALK TO THE 
FRONT OF THE ROOM. Shout:  “The game is 
over!  The game is over!” 

 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say:  Great game!  Great game!! 
 
 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say:  Hooray!  Hooray! 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say:  Hooray!  Hooray! 



When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say:  Great game!  Great game!! 
 
 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say: Hooray!  Hooray! 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say:  Bravo!  Bravo!  Bravo! 
 
 

When you see someone stand up and walk to the 
front of the room and say the game is over, the 
game is over.  STAND UP AND START 
CLAPPING.  Say:  Bravo!  Bravo!  Bravo! 

 

 


